Cross/4 flap minibook

Pentagon Shutter flap

Triangle Petal minibook

Arrow flap minibook
Matchbook minibooks

Envelope/pocket
Circle minibook~
Fold on dotted lines, cut on dark dashed lines. Fold into quarters

Flag minibook
Cut pieces separately, fix with brad

Pentagon petal minibook
Triangle minibook~
Fold each triangle over

Flap minibooks
4 flap minibook~
Fold in \( \frac{1}{2} \), cut on dotted lines

2 flap with cover~
Fold on dotted lines, cut on dark dashed line
Square petal minibook
5 Tab Minibook~
Cut out shaded areas
Circle Accordion minibook~

Fold and paste 2 strips to make long fan.
Step Book
1. Cut out the 3 pages.
2. Fold on the dotted lines.
3. Place the 3 folded pages inside each other with page 1 on top, then 2, and then 3 inside.
4. The folds should all be together creating 6 steps! The reverse of each page will form the bottom 3 steps!
5. To staple the pages, open the folds, keeping the pages still stacked inside each other and staple on the dark little line. (You could punch 2 holes and tie ribbon or string knots instead of staples for a creative touch!)
6. Write inside each step as you would in a tab minibook.
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